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Owner Jim Pohlad on Brian Dozier, Joe Mauer and how the Twins might find pitchers 

Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | October 12, 2017  

 
Including his team’s Oct. 3 cameo at Yankee Stadium, Twins owner Jim Pohlad has been watching the 2017 postseason with great interest. In 
particular, he’s been noticing the high-velocity arms the rest of the postseason field has been putting on the mound. 
 
“It’s daunting,” Pohlad said this week. “It’s super daunting. They look so good, but I suppose in the postseason you tend to watch the games 
more intensely and watch every single pitch and see the movement and stuff on it and the velocity. It’s really daunting.” 
 
Having seen the Twins make a 26-win leap back into relevance behind one of the game’s most productive lineups, the question remains how to 
make that next jump toward championship excellence. After face-planting into 103 losses two years ago as they came off an 83-win breakout, 
can the Twins avoid that sort of backslide while going from this year’s 85 wins into the 95-win range it typically takes to win the American 
League Central? 
 
“We definitely can and hopefully we will,” Pohlad said. “It’s going to take further development. A lot of the young players showed a lot of 
progress this year, but they’re not at their ceiling by any stretch of the imagination. Do we have to add something? Yes, I would think so, 
somehow.” 
 
Bringing back manager Paul Molitor on a three-year contract extension was step one, the organization believes, even as the Twins went just 16-
32 (.333) with a minus-102 run differential against fellow postseason qualifiers. Against the rest of the majors, they were 69-46 (.600) with a 
plus-75 run differential. 
 
Next up is finding a new pitching coach to replace the fired Neil Allen and adding to a staff that finished 19th in the majors with a 4.60 earned-
run average while churning through a club-record 36 pitchers. Strip away a much-improved defense and the Twins finished 25th in fielding-
independent ERA as measured by Fangraphs.com. 
 
A rotation that improved by 11 spots in league ERA actually plummets to 27th when all-star right-hander Ervin Santana is removed from the 
equation. Without Santana’s 16 wins and 3.28 ERA, fifth in the AL, Twins starters went 45-49 with a 5.19 ERA while barely averaging five innings 
a start. 
 
“There’s no question we have work to do on the pitching,” Pohlad said. “It’s just absolutely obvious. It has to be added, for sure, whether it 
comes from within or without. You won’t know the within part until the season develops.” 
 
FIXING THE PITCHING 
 
After spending a combined $170 million on free-agent contracts for Ricky Nolasco, Phil Hughes and Ervin Santana in 2013-14 — with only the 
Santana signing a clear success — Pohlad insists he won’t be less willing to dip into the free-agent market for starting pitching if that’s what his 
baseball people recommend. 
“You’ve got to try something,” he said. “Not everything works. You’ve just got to keep trying. You can’t be afraid to try.”  
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He is eager as well to see what type of trade proposals chief baseball officer Derek Falvey and general manager Thad Levine will bring to his 
attention in the coming months. Falvey’s former employer, the Cleveland Indians, used trades during his tenure to build the game’s best starting 
rotation, bringing in the likes of Corey Kluber, Trevor Bauer, Carlos Carrasco and Mike Clevinger as minor leaguers. 
 
“I don’t think Derek would take credit for all those trades in Cleveland himself,” Pohlad said. “It was a team effort, and he’s got a good team 
around him now. Whether it’s trades or free agency, I just don’t know. You just have to see. But it will be fun. That’s a fun part of the season.” 
 
With at least $70.4 million committed to seven players for 2018 — including a buyout for three-time all-star closer Glen Perkins and 
disappointing Korean slugger ByungHo Park — the Twins also are looking at a projected $16.8 million for their seven-player arbitration class. 
 
Topping that group are right-hander Kyle Gibson ($5.3 million), utility infielder Eduardo Escobar ($4.9 million) and outfielder Robbie Grossman 
($2.4 million). 
 
There has been no talk yet about locking up pre-arbitration talent such as Byron Buxton, Miguel Sano and Eddie Rosario, but Pohlad expects 
that to be a topic fairly soon. 
 
“I’d be looking forward to that conversation,” he said. 
 
DOZIER, MAUER FUTURES 
 
In addition to Santana, whose $14 million option for 2019 would vest with another 200-inning season next year, the Twins are entering their 
final year of guaranteed deals with first baseman Joe Mauer ($23 million) and second baseman Brian Dozier ($9 million). How hopeful is Pohlad 
of keeping the right side of his infield intact beyond next season? 
 
“You picked two great examples of human beings and Twins players and community participants,” he said. “They’re at different places in their 
careers, the two of them, so at least 50 percent of it depends on what their desires are, too. I don’t think there’s any team that wouldn’t want 
those two as individuals on their team.” 
 
The 30-year-old Dozier, whose 4.9 wins above replacement (according to Fangraphs.com) trailed only Houston’s Jose Altuve among AL second 
basemen, has averaged 38 homers the past two seasons. A year away from his first crack at free agency, Dozier would compare favorably with 
the likes of Dustin Pedroia (eight years, $110 million); Daniel Murphy (three years, $37.5 million); and Ian Kinsler (six years, $90 million). 
 
Mauer, 34, overcame a slow start to lead the Twins with a .305 batting average, part of his best overall production since a career-altering 
concussion in 2013. Molitor said Tuesday he would be surprised if Mauer didn’t want to continue playing beyond his current deal, but how 
would such an extension be structured? 
 
While Dozier was subject to protracted trade rumors last offseason, Pohlad was admittedly pleased the Twins decided not to deal him. 
 
“Of course, because I like Brian as a person — a lot,” he said. “But do you want the team to improve overall?  Yes. You have to do it somehow.” 
 
Should they opt to listen on Dozier, or any member of their current core this winter, the Twins would likely be seeking young big-league talent 
as opposed to prospects who might be years away. 
 
“You would have to believe you’re getting a future core player back — or players,” Pohlad said. “Now. Not 10 years from now.” 
 
In the end, Pohlad knows making that next step may require some difficult decisions, whether it’s packaging some of their own prospects for an 
established starting pitcher or trading young big-league talent for a piece (or pieces) with even more upside. 
 
“In some cases, you know you need to get something and sometimes you have to give something up,” Pohlad said. “It’s not because you want 
to get rid of a person or think this person is no good. You listen and you’ve got to give value. Those teams aren’t ignorant. They want value 
back.” 
 
 
 
 
John Shipley: Twins’ Miguel Sano is learning, earlier than most, that growing old stinks 

John Shipley | Pioneer Press | October 12, 2017  
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Is Miguel Sano fat? No. Stand next to him. The cat looks good. 
 
But the question facing Sano and the Twins isn’t whether the young third baseman is overweight; it’s whether he can play an entire major 
league baseball season in his current shape and condition. Sano, 24, is one of the most promising power hitters in baseball, and if Minnesota is 
to build on what appeared to be a breakout season in 2017, they will need him on the field for an entire season. 
 
So far, that just hasn’t been the case. 
 
Sano is carrying about 270 pounds on an expansive, 6-foot-4 frame, and the Twins are concerned. President of baseball operations Derek Falvey 
said this week the team will approach Sano and his agent with a recommended offseason conditioning plan. 
 
“I’m less concerned with the weight number; I’m more concerned with the body being in a place to be competitive over the course of a full 
season,” Falvey said. 
 
In his two full major league seasons, Sano has missed 64 games because of injuries – 27 to a hamstring injury in 2016, 37 as the Twins wrapped 
up their first postseason appearance in seven years this season. He also missed all of the 2014 minor league season because of an elbow injury 
that required reconstructive surgery. 
 
While talking about his three-year contract extension on Tuesday, manager Paul Molitor reiterated his goal to make the Twins a World Series 
winner. His task will be considerably more realistic with Sano playing third base. He is too young, and too promising an infielder, to become a 
designated hitter, and the Twins are trying to be proactive. 
 
“We have a short-term, medium-term plan that we’ll talk with his agent about through the course of the offseason,” Falvey said. “We need to 
make sure we get everything right with this shin first.” 
 
Team and player are debating surgery, which would involve inserting a metal rod into his leg, and no doubt put a serious crimp in any 
conditioning plan. A decision is expected early next week. 
 
In the meantime, armchair doctors suggested that Sano’s failure to recover from his stress fracture in time to play in the Oct. 3 wild-card game, 
an 8-4 loss to the Yankees in New York, could be traced to the weight Sano’s legs are carrying. He was injured after fouling a ball off the shin on 
Aug. 19 and didn’t play again until getting a handful of DH at-bats in the last series of the regular season. 
 
Armchair doctors aren’t for-real doctors, of course, but they do watch football and see ostensibly healthy offensive linemen carrying about 30 
more pounds than Sano playing with braces on both knees. 
 
What Sano is discovering, well before most of us did, is that growing older stinks. Vikings quarterback Sam Bradford has been sidelined most of 
the young NFL season by what team trainer Eric Sugarman described as “wear and tear” in the knee. Bradford is 29.  
 
“Managing his body is going to be important to him moving forward,” Falvey said of Sano. “He’s a young man who’s big already. We want to 
make sure that we have a plan in place that allows him to be successful moving forward.” 
 
Sano might be too close to the days when he could roll out of bed, ride his bike to the park and play 18 innings to take conditioning seriously. He 
probably feels too good each morning, and looks too good in the mirror, to really believe he needs to hit the gym. 
 
The Twins hope to convince him. 
 
“The reality is, guys need to be intrinsically motivated to do some things and we want to make sure he’s motivated,” Falvey said. “But we know 
he’s motivated to be on this field and be successful. It pained him not to be a part of this team down the stretch, for sure, so we hope we’ve put 
this in the rear view.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Pohlad On Spending In Free Agency 

Steve Adams | MLB Trade Rumors | October 13, 2017  
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Left-handed reliever Fernando Abad has changed agencies and is now represented by Octagon, FanRag’s Robert Murray reports (on Twitter). 
Abad’s shift in representation is particularly notable, as Abad is set to become a free agent once the playoffs come to a close. The 31-year-old 
lefty (32 in December) enjoyed a solid season out of the Boston bullpen, working to a 3.30 ERA with 7.6 K/9 against 2.9 BB/9 with a 45 percent 
ground-ball rate in 43 2/3 innings. Abad was shelled in 12 2/3 frames with the Red Sox in 2016 after being acquired in a trade with the Twins, 
but his 2017 numbers bear a strong resemblance to his quality work in 34 innings with Minnesota prior to the trade. In all, lefties have posted a 
putrid .186/.240/.304 batting line against Abad in 150 plate appearances across the past two seasons. His change in representation has been 
reflected in MLBTR’s Agency Database, which contains info on more than 2,500 Major League and Minor League players. 
 
Despite whiffing on free-agent investments to starting pitchers in recent years (most notably Ricky Nolasco), Twins owner Jim Pohlad tells Mike 
Berardino of the St. Paul Pioneer Press that he won’t be afraid to add starters via free agency if that’s what his front office recommends to him. 
“There’s no question we have to work on the pitching,” said Pohlad. “It’s absolutely obvious.” Asked specifically about free agency in the wake 
of some deals that haven’t panned out, Pohlad stated: “Not everything works. … You can’t be afraid to try.” Those decisions, of course, will be 
largely up to chief baseball officer Derek Falvey, general manager Thad Levine and the rest of the Twins’ front office. Minnesota figures to be a 
bit more aggressive in adding pieces this offseason than last now that the team has greater expectations of contending on the heels of a Wild 
Card berth. 
 
 
 


